
POSITION OPPORTUNITY 
 

The following advertisement will appear on Indeed.  If you are interested in applying for this position or would like 
more information, please contact Human Resources. 

 

Product Engineering Technician, Seating Division 
  

With 140 successful years in the industry, Krug is well recognized as a leader in the design & manufacture of 
high quality business and healthcare furniture. We have an immediate need for a Product Engineering Technician 
to work with our engineering team at our Seating Division in Kitchener, reporting to our Assistant Engineering 
Manager.  
 
If you are a high-energy hands-on self-starter who is motivated, and a strong driver of change and 
improvement, team-oriented, with strong communication and people skills who thrives in a fast-paced 
demanding work environment that is subject to ongoing transformation this is the ideal opportunity for 
you! 
 

 Create and maintain assembly, part, and jig/fixture, tooling and purchased component drawings for new and 
existing products, including Specials (customer-requested modifications to existing product). 

 Create and Maintain Item Masters, Bills of Material, CNC programs, Routing Process Sheets and Installation 
Instructions. 

 Performs first-off verification for newly created or revised CNC programs 

 Assist Product Design in the development of new product by involvement in the pre-engineering stages, when 
required. 

 Perform product cost estimating and analysis for regular product, specials and Engineering changes when 
required, seeking cost-reduction opportunities 

 Create and maintain drawings for machine layouts when required 

 Organize and maintain a file management system for CAD, CNC programs, spreadsheets and word 
processing files. 

 Deal directly with suppliers to arrange specifications and ordering samples of purchased components as it 
relates to the engineering and development process. 

 Perform product updates and other Engineering changes ( E.C.N.) when required. 

 Prepare and maintain database of Product Specifications for Customer Service uses. 

 Support production personnel to ensure engineering information and changes are effectively communicated to 
the shop floor. 

 Assists in supporting shop floor for quality and manufacturing related problem solving. 

 Other support for Customer Service, and Field Support inquiries 
 
REQUIREMENTS: 
 

 Graduate of 3-yr Woodworking / Manufacturing technology/ Design/ Engineering program or equivalent 

 Computer skills required in SolidWorks, AutoCAD, CNC Programming (Bsolid), Outlook, MS Word, and Excel.  
Experience in MRP environment 

 Sound knowledge of various types of woodworking production equipment will be an asset 

 Prior experience with wood, steel, foam, plastic, upholstery components will be an asset 

 

In return, we offer a competitive compensation and benefit package, as well as the opportunity to work with a great 
team of people!  

Please apply in confidence through HR, Indeed or LinkedIN. 
We thank all applicants and advise that only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 

 Krug is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  
Should you require accommodation during the interview process, please advise and we will work with you 

to meet your accessibility needs.  


